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“Voices from the South” speaking tours 
 
The mandate of the Maryknoll Office for Global Concerns is to bring the experience of Maryknoll 
missioners and the communities where they live and work into the process of shaping public opinion 
and policy in the north. Many decisions made in the U.S. have very real effects on people with whom 
Maryknollers work around the world. In order to create the opportunity for our international 
counterparts to speak directly to decision makers, as well as with the general U.S. population, the 
Maryknoll Office for Global Concerns, in coordination with the MesoAmerica Global Concerns 
committee, has started a series of speaking tours through the U.S., called “Voices from the South.” 
 
The first “Voices from the South” tour occurred in September 2005 as the World Trade Organization 
(WTO) prepared to debate agricultural policy in Hong Kong and the U.S. Congress took up the Farm 
Bill. Two farmers from Mexico, Jesus Leon and Pedro Torres, talked about how the international 
agricultural system has resulted in the loss of livelihoods for millions of Mexican farmers, how they 
have seen it affect their communities, and how they have responded. The visit aimed to bring the 
voice of poor Mexican campesinos, in crisis due to 10 years of the North American Free Trade 
Agreement (NAFTA), into the public debate in the United States. The tour also aimed to explore the 
possibilities for creating alliances with U.S. farmers who also are suffering from the effects of 
NAFTA and U.S. farm policy. 
 
Leon, president of the Center for Integral Campesino Development of the Mixteca, an indigenous 
campesino organization from the state of Oaxaca, and Torres, former president of the Democratic 
Campesino Front of Chihuahua, gave presentations and had meetings with land grant university 
students and professors in Illinois, Iowa Missouri and Pennsylvania, as well as with farmers’ 
organizations, Amish farmers, and NGOs involved in agricultural issues. They also gave a briefing to 
legislative staffers in Washington, D.C. 
 
Our strategy was to have the two farmers address opinion-shapers in the U.S. as well as political 
decision makers. Interviews with local press resulted in several excellent stories, including in the 
Hannibal MO Courier-Post and the Columbia MO Daily Tribune.  Catholic News Service, the 
national wire service of the U.S. Conference of Catholic Bishops, also circulated a story about Leon 
and Torres. The two farmers also gave interviews to four radio programs which are heard on more 
than 230 radio stations. 
 
Leon and Torres shared how, since the implementation of NAFTA, prices they receive for their corn 
have decreased 40 percent to 60 percent while the price of fertilizers has risen 400 percent to 500 
percent. Simultaneously, free trade promises of cheap food to poor consumers in Mexico have not 
been realized. On the contrary, Leon and Torres reported that the price of a kilo of tortillas has risen 
as much as 500 percent across Mexico. 
 
While it seemed like the general public at the Mexican campesinos’ presentations were surprised by 
these negative effects of NAFTA on the Mexican poor, local farmers were not. Students from farm 
families at both the Iowa State and the University of Missouri visits recounted similar stories of U.S. 



farmers struggling against market prices that are below the costs of production and increased costs of 
agricultural inputs.  
 
Members of the Missouri Farmers Union echoed the struggle of U.S. farmers and were well aware of 
the effects on their counterparts in Mexico. Suggesting policies that freed commodity prices from 
reliance on international markets controlled by huge concentrations of agro-industries, they laid a 
basis for alliances with Mexican farmers to work for prices tied to cost of production and for farm 
set-asides to reduce oversupply.  
 
From experimental farms in Missouri to Pennsylvania they found a rich sharing of ideas on 
alternative production techniques and farming systems which had much in common with their own 
efforts to diversify production, use local inputs and develop production and marketing cooperatives 
to retake local markets that still make up 80-90 percent of the Mexican agricultural market.  
 
Toward the end of their trip, Leon and Torres had a lively meeting with representatives of 15 
congressional offices on Capitol Hill and a moving joint presentation with Thai farmers who were in 
Washington to share their concerns about the U.S.-Thailand Free Trade Accord currently in 
negotiation and how free trade policies, patent regulations and genetically modified seeds are 
threatening small farmers and Thai rural culture. The Thai farmers were anxious to hear of the 
analysis and the response of Mexican farmers after 10 years of NAFTA. 
 
As a result of the visits, grassroots farm groups from the U.S., NGOs such the Rural Coalition, the 
National Catholic Rural Life Conference, the Maryknoll Office for Global Concerns, Mexico Region 
Maryknoll lay missioners, the Democratic Campesino Front of Chihuahua and the Center for Integral 
Campesino Development of the Mixteca are working to convene a bi-national meeting of grassroots 
farm groups from the U.S. and Mexico to form a common vision and common actions plans to target 
changes in the U.S. and Mexican farm bills and in the agricultural sectors of trade agreements. 
 
The Office for Global Concerns hopes to host another “Voices from the South” tour in 2006, this 
time to talk about migration issues around the world. We welcome any suggestions of a good speaker 
who could talk about migration in your country. Also, if you work on a topic that you feel is 
important to be heard in the U.S., let us know (ogc@maryknoll.org) and we can help to set up 
conversations with legislators, government officials, NGOs, funding organizations, churches, media, 
schools, etc. We always look for ways to get Maryknoll’s local partners to speak to the U.S. public 
and policy makers about issues that affect them – our international partners often are the most 
effective messengers. 
 
Please check our newly remodeled website, www.maryknollogc.org, for more information. We 
welcome your feedback on the site, as we hope to make it as useful as possible. 
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